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Randwick Council rejects cemetery 
takeover of Chinese Market Gardens  

Randwick City Council last night, 24 July, rejected any further assessment and consideration of 
a planning proposal submitted by the Eastern Suburbs Memorial Park (ESMP) Trust which 
concerned a proposal to make cemetery uses permissible on part of the Market Gardens site at 
Phillip Bay. 

The planning proposal sought to start a “spot rezoning process” to allow cemetery uses over 60 
per cent of the Market Garden site on Bunnerong Road, Phillip Bay.  Council voted 8-6 to reject 
the proposal and return it to the applicant. 

Mayor Scott Nash was one of six Councillors who supported ‘option 2’ in the planning 
consultant’s report, which would have allowed the planning proposal to proceed to the next 
stage of assessment, including community and other stakeholder consultation, provided the 
applicant addressed conservation, heritage and engineering issues. 

The ESMP planning proposal, lodged with Council and assessed by an independent expert 
planner, proposed co-existing with the market gardens as well as providing publicly accessible 
pathways near Yarra Creek and creating stormwater basins and ecological habitats within the 
market gardens land. 
 
The Market Garden site occupies an area of seven hectares and is managed by the Crown 
Lands Division (CLD) of the Department of Primary Industries. The land has a history of use as 
a market garden and during early European settlement it was modified for food production to 
provide for the needs of the European colony. 
 
The gardens are listed as a state significant heritage item as well as a local heritage item in 
Council’s planning controls, and this year the National Trust also listed it on their national 
register. 
 
Randwick Mayor said: “I’m disappointed with the decision, because I think there’s merit in an 
expansion of the cemetery.   People of the Islamic, Jewish and Orthodox Christian faiths do not 
allow cremation.  We have to respect that.  Sydney’s running out of burial space and so a 
proposed expansion of the cemetery needs to be considered.” 
 
The ESMP now has the option of directly approaching the State Government with the proposal. 
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